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Akiba's trip anime

Akiba's Trip: The Animationョニメプ is an anime series produced by Gonzo based approximately on Akiba's Trip game series. It is also known as Akibani. The series takes place as a parallel to the events of the games. Gonzo produced the animation to commemorate the studio's 25th
anniversary. Hirsohi Ikehata directed the series. Adapting some pieces of the plot of the games, the series takes place in the paradise of the Japanese geeks of Akihabara, where the idiot of culture, Tamotsu Denkigai, suddenly learns that vampire-like creatures called the Bugged Ones have
been wreaking havoc across the city. Editing the story The scene of the story, Akihabara, is used as the main focus, as it is with the whole series. The game focuses on the city center of Akihabara that the protagonists use as a base, while defending themselves against any threat. Tamotsu
Denkigai is an ordinary young man who loves Akihabara city center. He especially likes Japanese culture, which often makes him talk excessively about his common interests, such as radios, figures, DVDs and animations. He meets a girl named Matome Mayonaka one day, which later
gets him involved with the dark havoc in the middle of Akihabara. Together with her sister, Niwaka Denkigai and her fellow foreign nerd friend, Arisa Ahokainen, they work together as the opposing forces of the Bugged. The Bugged Ones areグモノ bloodthirsty monsters that disturb peace
in Akihabara. They're low-class guys. The term also encompasses general enemies. Scruffy people are grim figures until they possess humans. Once possessed, the person will have reflections in their hair. Characters Edit Tamotsu Denkigai Matome Mayonaka Niwaka Denkigai Arisa
Ahokainen Akiba's Trip: The AnimationPosterGenReAction, comedy, supernaturalCreated byAcquire Anime TV SeriesDirective byHiroshi IkehataProduced byTadashi HoshinoMasahiro SaitoKoji AbeHirotaka KanekoTomo ShiotaTetsuya EndoNoritomo IsogaiYukihiro ItoRyousuke
NayaToshiyuki MiichiYosuke FukushiWritten byKazuho HyodoMusic byEnd Tokyo MX, BS FujiOriginal runs on January 4, 2017 – March 29, 2017Episodes13 (list of episodes) Anime and manga Akiba's Trip portal : The Animation is an anime adaptation of Akiba's Trip video game series. It
was animated by Gonzo and aired from January 4, 2017 to March 29, 2017. Plot The series revolves around teenager otaku Tamotsu Denkigai and his sister Niwaka who are currently shopping in Akihabara, Tokyo, Japan. Suddenly, without warning, vampiric and cosplaying monsters
known as Bugged Ones run rampant throughout the city. These creatures can possess anyone by biting them, and soon cause total chaos The city. While Tamotsu is about to be attacked by one of these creatures, a mysterious girl who wields a baseball bat named Matome Mayonaka



swings and rescues him. Together, Tamotsu and Matome battle more Bugged Ones and their encounters with them continue to increase. However, while protecting Matome, Tamotsu is fatally wounded by a Bugged One. Without realizing it, Matome is actually a high-level bugged who is
trying to protect the city. On the left with no other option, she revives him as a high-level bugged one and coerces him into joining her in battle. Tamotsu, Matome, Niwaka join the avid cosplayer Arisa Ahokainen and form a group called The Electric Mayonnaise. As they fight, they realize
that the only way to destroy the intervened Ones is to tear their clothes off and expose them to sunlight. Taking advantage of this weakness, they promise to save their city from the wrath of the Bugged. Main characters Tamotsu Denkigai (伝⽊凱モ, Denkigai Tamotsu) Voiced by: Haruki
Ishiya (Japanese); Alexander Saab[1] An otaku that was converted into a Bugged One by Matome after he sacrificed his life to save it. He now assists Matome in his fight with the annoying and forming the vigilante group Electric Mayonnase. Tamotsu is very focused on any hobby that
captures his interest, often ignoring responsibilities about his obsession. Among all his afitions, he really likes to play with older technology, such as eight-bit arcade games and amateur radio devices. He'll take strange jobs to pay for his Otaku habits. Towards the end of the anime, Tamotsu
develops feelings for Matome. Matome Mayonaka (万世架まとめ, Mayonaka Matome) Voiced by: Rie Takahashi (Japanese); Jad Saxton[1] A high-class Bugged One that protects Akiba from its species. She is designated as the leader of the vigilante group Electric Mayonnaise, a name
against which she was originally against but quickly accepted. She is often referred to as Mayo by her friends, as her surname is very similar to the word mayonnaise. She saved Tomatsu's life by invoking a ritual to transform him into a Bugged One by sharing a kiss with him. She, Arisa and
Niwaka formed a group of idols with an ancient idol as their manager. Matome is Urame's twin sister and Fukame's granddaughter. Having lived in Akiba for so long, he has developed a love of food and enjoys eating in the restaurants scattered around the city. Matome falls in love with
Tamotsu from the beginning, but does not convey his feelings to him until almost the end of the anime. Arisa Ahokainen (有紗ホネ, Ahokainen Arisa) Voiced by: Yuki Nagaku (Japanese); Natalie Hoover[1] A Finnish otaku who often dresses in cosplay suits. Although human, Arisa
possesses superhuman strength and speaks with various martial arts. She is the third member of the Electric Mayonnaise. She, Matome, and Niwaka, formed a group of idols with a former ex like your manager. His slogan is Moi, which means Hello or Hello in Finnish. [2] Niwaka Denkigai
(伝⽊凱にわ, Denkigai Niwaka) Voice: Marika Kono (Japanese); Bryn Apprill[1] Tamotsu's younger sister. She is a high school student and like her brother, Niwaka is an otaku and is often with him on many of his adventures in Akiba. She provides financial support and transmits messages
to her parents when she visits. She, Matome and Arisa formed a group of idols with a former idol as their manager. Both she and Arisa realized very early about Matome's love for Tamotsu. Tasujin Ratu (ゥ in Japanese) Monica Rial (English)[3] An intelligent Indian teacher moving on a
Segway. His original intention was the study of the buggeds, but he has become a supportive member of the Electric Mayonnaise. Often giving advice to the group and providing inventions for their battles. Kage-san (Aげさ) Voiced by: Jouji Nakata (Japanese); Jeremy Inman[3] Tamotsu's
otaku friend who knows a lot about Akihabara. Often giving him advice on any hobby Tamotsu is working on right now. It has a very simplistic design similar to an emoji. Vigilante Group Suid-bashi (⽔道橋) Voiced by: Mariko Honda (Japanese); Alison Viktorin (English)[3] Kozakura (桜)
Voiced by: Yuki Takao (Japanese); Morgan Garrett (English)[3] Shohei (昌平) Voiced by: Kengo Kawanishi (Japanese); Chris Guerrero (English)[3] Hijiri (聖) Voiced by: Shou Tajima (Japanese); Cris George (English)[3] Metrotica Fukame Mayonaka (万世架ふめ, Mayonaka Fukame)
Voiced by: Masumi Asano (Japanese); Dawn M. Bennett[3] A mysterious woman wearing black clothing. She is revealed as the leader of Metrotica, and is also Matome and Urame's grandmother. She believes humans have corrupted and dyed Akiba. Fukame now wants to control and
manipulate them to bring Akiba back to his former glory, or removed from the area all together. Even if that means destroying Akiba and rebuilding him back to his image. Masuto Niikura (倉, Niikura Masuto) Voiced by: Kazuyuki Okitsu (Japanese); Clifford Chapin [3] A GonTuber who works
for Metrotica. Urame Mayonaka (万世架まとめ, Mayonaka Urame) Voiced by: Rie Takahashi (Japanese); Felecia Angelle [3] Matome's twin sister and Fukame's granddaughter. He annoys his sister for leaving the clan. Believing that Matome had betrayed her and her grandmother's dream
of ridding Akiba of her contaminated corruption. Hardman (A, Hedoman) Voiced by: Tessho Genda (Japanese); Christopher R. Sabat [3] An upper-class Bugged One who runs a military weapons store. Naisu Muramura (々, Naisu Muramura) With the voice of: Bin Shimada (Japanese);
Greg Ayres[3] A freelance photographer and cameraman from Chibusa. Lawrie (A, Róra Bárra) Played by: Aya Hisakawa (Japanese); Rachel Robinson[3] Is the CEO of Mofmap. Tsutomu Kuroi (黒井勤, Tsutomu Kuroi) Voiced by: Wataru Takagi (Japanese); R Bruce Elliott[3] Is the CEO of
maid &amp; butler Izakaya GON-chan café. Diva Risa MacMaWhite (出井⾺サホワ, Deiba Risa Makumahowaito) Voiced by: Shoko Nakagawa (Japanese); Janelle Lutz [3] She is the master's manager. Black Hole Kurota (ブホ 黒, Burakkuh-ru Kurota) Voiced by: Tetsu Inada (Japanese);
Chris Rager[3] Is a well-known competitive eater. Other characters Momo Tsukumo (Aモ モモ, Tsukumo Momo) Voiced by: Halko Momoi (Japanese); Lara Woodhull[3] The popular Akiba Free Agent Maid. She's too tall. Mashiro Kuga (空間真, Kuga Mashiro) Voiced by: Chinami Hashimoto
(Japanese); Kristen McGuire [3] Runs a Anything Agency workplace. Chibusa Benikage (ばにげ ちぶさ, Benikage Chibusa) Voiced by: Chiaki Takahashi (Japanese); Whitney Rodgers[3] An ancient idol who is the manager of the idol group formed by Matome, Niwaka and Arisa. Denko
Busujima (毒島 電, Busujima Denko) Voiced by: Ayana Taketatsu (Japanese); Leah Clark[3] A former fellow student of Ratu's. Matsuko (Japanese) voiced by: Aoi Yuki (Japanese); Brittany Lauda [3] Is a Well-Known Player. Jiro Nishi (⼆四時労, Nishi Jiro) Voiced by: Arthur Lounsbery
(Japanese); Austin Tindle[3] Chief Butler at maid &amp; butler Izakaya GON-chan café. Kin Shukudo (祝⽇⼟働, Shukudo Kin) Voiced by: Sayuri Hara (Japanese); Michelle Lee[3] Head Maid at maid &amp; butler Izakaya GON-chan café. Master Voiced by: Atsushi Tamaru (Japanese);
Ricco Fajardo[3] Is a former teacher of Arisa. Iketeru Masada (池輝 政, Masada Iketeru) With the voice of: Daisuke Ono (Japanese); Tyson Rinehart[3] is the CEO of the Princess Company. Taiya Tenkawa (川陽, Tenkawa Taiy) With the voice of: Wataru Hatano (Japanese); Ian Sinclair[3]
Anime An adaptation of the anime series Akiba's Trip: The Animation was announced on the Tokyo Game Show on September 15, 2016. [4] The anime is intended to commemorate the 25th anniversary of the Gonzo studio. [4] It is directed by Hiroshi Ikehata and written by Kazuho Hyodo,
with animation by Gonzo. [5] Character designs are produced by Hajime Mitsuda. [5] The opening theme is Ikken Rakuchaku Goyoujin, performed by the voice actress music unit Earphones,[6] while each episode features a different final theme sung by several singers or bands under the
album title AKIBA'S COLLECTION. The series aired from January 4, 2017 to March 29, 2017, and was broadcast on AT-X, Tokyo MX and BS Fuji. [7] Crunchyroll broadcast the series while Funimation broadcast a Dub. [8] It is the first simuldub funimation with episodes released on the day
of the original Japanese broadcast. The series was being used as a testing field for faster simuldub releases with the aim of having new episodes out thirty minutes after the Japanese premiere. [1] List of episodes Official title in EnglishFul japanese title OriginalStin theme OriginalOginal
airdate1Akiba's First TripB Ambitious! by YuiKaoriJanuary 4, 2017 (2017-01-04) Tamotsu Denkigai's life in Akiba changes when he meets a red-headed battle girl. Tamotsu dies protecting her, but is revived by her by kissing him and is told that her destiny is to fight like her. 2Forming a team
- Call us Electric May! Rely Mirai チ de mimimemeMImi enjauario 11 略て電ム結成 2017 (2017-01-11) After being converted into one of the Matome, Tamotsu is forced to work as its undervaluation in Akiba. He also needs a job, and he employs in an arms and military store that turns out to
house an annoyance. However, after hitting him he disappears. Matome reveals that low-level people with microphones are back to normal. However, the bosses and the high-level ones of the bugged disappear, and that's what will happen to Tamotsu and Matome if they're scratched. 3
What happens when you still don't think of someone who offers you an idol debutAidorudeby' dekiru to kill, hoihoi tsuite itta kekka (Japanese: ュできと聞て ホホつてっ結果)Sanki Tosen[a] by EarphonesJanuary 18, 2017 (2017-01-18) Girls come up with a retired idol by offering them an idol
debut, which turns out to be a microphone. After buying some audio material, Tamotsu gets even more part-time jobs. The girls form a group of idols called Manias. 4Ham Radio FightersMusen hamu fait-zu (Japanese: 無線HAMァ)Sanki Tosenpor Manias[b]January 25, 2017 (2017-01-25)
All cell phones and devices in Akiba begin to explode. The team fights to fight the bugged who uses EM waves to destroy their clothes. The team decides to contact the teacher via the radio as it cannot be hacked. The only problem is that it's in Brazil, which is on the other side of the world.
5 There is no reason why I would loseMakeru y'so, nashi! (Japanese: 負け要素!) Chica Cháhann,A-PFfebrero 1, 2017 (2017-02-01) In an arcade game, a mistaken Niwaka takes Niwaka hostage to force Tamotsu to participate in a fighting tournament and defeat a high-level player. If he
refuses, he'll put Niwaka's life in danger. 6Ymemori ga ippai (Japanese: メモっぱ)Kokoro no Memoryby every♥ing! February 8, 2017 (2017-02-08) There is a sale for computers, but Tamotsu decides to build his own. With the help of the teacher he creates a computer with an AI that can
speak called Pyuko. 7Only a liar says that something is too difficult For iu usotsuki no kotoba (Japanese無理とうはソつき⾔葉)Koi or Shinzan! by Shoko NakagawaFebruary 15, 2017 (2017-02-15) After breaking one of Niwaka's limited edition figures, Tamotsu gets a new job at a
maid/coffee butler, which soon turns out to be a place that hypnotizes normal people, including Tamotsu. 8Akihabara Grand TournamentAkihabara dai butá-kai (Japanese: 秋葉原武闘会)Fighting-Dramaticde Milky HolmesFebrero 22, 2017 (2017-02-22) On a walk to buy a pot of rice, Arisa
meets her old master who becomes an incuerdo. After disturbing the store clerk, they solve their battle by fighting kung fu. 9 Wow, I fought with playing cards! G-mi no k'do de tatakatte shimatta nodesuga! (Japanese: ゲムで戦ってまっムですです!) Sekai j'no AKIHABARA by de Haruko
MomoiMarch 1, 2017 (2017-03-01) Tamotsu gets a rare battle card in Creature Battles, a game that went as a child. Meanwhile, vigilante groups begin to break due to girls crushing the circle. The group traces the source of the princess company where the girls come from. Tamotsu
challenges the leader to a card battle he accepts. 10 Did you open your pyloric canal?. Y-am aite shimatta nodesu ka? (Japanese: 幽⾨開てまっです) K-fukukara Yarinaose! by petit miladyMarch 8, 2017 (2017-03-08) Tamotsu's friend gets a girlfriend who makes him envious. Niwaka and
Arisa trick Matome into going on a fake date with him. Except all they do is eat. However, when they walk into a ramen store they meet a guy named Black Hole Kurota. Kurota and Matome have a ramen food contest that Matome wins for a bite. Matome, somehow still hungry is dragged by
Tamotsu to get dessert. Meanwhile, someone like Matome watches them. 11Akiba Summer Festival Begins! Manatsu no akibafesu kaimaku! (Japanese: 真夏ェ開幕!) DIVE TO LIVEde i-RisMarch 15, 2017 (2017-03-15) Girls prepare for their debut during the Akiba festival, while the girl who
looks like Matome still watches them. The Electric Mayonnaise is framed for many bad things and decides to capture the criminals themselves to prove their innocence. As he fights, the professor takes pictures to prove his innocence. The girls prepare to perform only for the Akiba festival to
be cancelled. After that, Tamotsu receives a call from Matome who is fighting the other Matome. However, after finding her, he is kissed by the fake Matome, making him human, and then falls into the water as soon as the real Matome finds him. 12Electric Mayo's Falling Apart! Denma ga
barabaraja noka! (Japanese: 電じゃね!) Thank you for EarphonesMarch 22, 2017 (2017-03-22) Matome's copy is revealed as urame and Metrotica convinces the government to pass a law banning Tamotsu wakes up and realizes he's human again. Although Tamotsu wants his power back
to help, but Matome refuses to curse him. Executives are asking Arisa to go to Diamonds, the CEO of a large company. After saying goodbye, Matome leaves on his own while Tamotsu gets even crazier before. People start to oppose the law, but sooner or later they're arrested. Matome
and Urame have a duel and during the duel, Urame reveals that she is Matome's twin sister, and in the past, Matome left the clan to fight the annoying and that her grandmother is the leader of Metrotica. Matome begins to lose the fight before Tamotsu comes and kisses Matome himself to
regain his powers, and dominates Urame. When Urame starts to rise, Arisa comes falling from the sky revealing that Diamond's pet panda was the one in danger. Matome and Urame's grandmother announce that if they can't have Akiba, no one will. 13The last voyage of Akiba-29 March
2017 (2017-03-29) Arisa, Niwaka and the Professor interfere with the transition of resisting members and all escape while Tamotsu and Matome search for their grandmother, Fukame. They beat Masuto Niikura to tell them the master plan to take Akiba and how to get into his hiding place.
They begin to talk about Matome's past and also learn that she is 78 years old. After Tamotsu throws many traps they encounter Fukame's elite bodyguards who gained their powers from Fukame himself and copies of those they have defeated. The bodyguards retreat and run back to
Fukame only to be sent by a parachute across the ground. Fukame dominates Tamotsu with a single shot and joins Matome by saying his opinion of Akiba. Tamotsu punches her in the face and along with Matome say no one can say that an entire community is corrupted. Angry, Fukame
turns Matome into a monster and begins to destroy Akiba. The teacher has a plan, but requires all Mania members present for Urame, who has amnesia from his previous fight, to take Matome's place. Tamotsu makes Matome remember Akiba and is expelled. Pyuko comes and rescues
him and Matome. Mania acts and the glow sticks the crowd gives Tamotsu and Matome power. That power creates a human creature that defeats Fukame and his ship. Once the battle is over, Fukame apologizes to Matome and disappears. As the law changes and Akiba rebuilds, Mania
acts as it now consists of Niwaka, Arisa and Urame. Tamotsu and Matome discover that they still can't get out of Akiba. As they kiss and watch the sunrise, the professor sucks fukame's gas and has some questions to ask Fukame. Notes - The portmanteau de San (三, three; means the trio
of heroines) and Ikki Tousen - The version version of the final theme in previous episode has been sung by the group Manias, which composed of the three heroines of the story and starring the same three voice actresses of the Headphones. References to b c d e English SimulDub Launch
Announcement – Akiba Journey. Funimation. January 3, 2017. Retrieved 10 March 2019. ^ 有紗‧アホカイネン | AKIBA'S TRIP -THE ANIMATION- 公式サ. Archived from the original on 16 January 2017. Retrieved January 22, 2017. a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v v x and Official
winter line 2017 SimulDub. Funimation. January 3, 2017. Retrieved 10 March 2019. Akiba's Trip Game Gets TV Anime in January by Gonzo. Anime News Network. September 15, 2016. Retrieved 15 September 2016. A b Green, Scott (September 15, 2016). Anime TV to adapt Akiba's Trip
Vampire Stripping Games. Crunchyroll. Retrieved 15 September 2016. •ヤホ-Newグ発売記念ベで来年1⽉放送TVニメ『KIMABA'S TRIP -THE ANIMATION-』-OP主題歌担当を発表! (in Japanese). October 30, 2016. Retrieved 31 October 2016. Akiba's Trip Anime Reveals More of Cast, 1st
Trailer, January 4 Debut. Anime News Network. November 8, 2016. Retrieved 8 November 2016. Crunchyroll, Funimation to Stream Saga of Tanya the Evil, Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid, Hand Shakers, More. Anime News Network. January 3, 2017. Retrieved January 3, 2017. External
links Official anime website (in Japanese) Akiba's Trip: The Animation (anime) in the Anime News Network encyclopedia Recovered from
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